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The Rearquarters, Part 2

This fourth and final article in the Standard series and the second on the Rearquarters 

The pelvic slope affects the angulation of the entire hindquarters.  A 
moderate slope; 25 to 30 degrees, is thought to be best.  

REMEMBER…too much or too little slope adversely affects all the 
lower parts of the hindquarters.

The hip is a ball and socket joint:  the head of the femur fits into the 
socket of the pelvis.  The correct angle of the pelvis allows the femur 
to achieve the maximum forward and back movement.

The illustration above shows the ideal angles of the rear.  These angles 
enable the rear legs to move with drive and in balance with the reach 
of the front legs.  The stifles are well turned; the rear pasterns are 
perpendicular to the ground and well let down, in other words, short 
in length.

Length of bones and amount of angulation of joints affect efficiency of 
movement.

The hindquarters provide both
 stability and drive.  This is where 
the pelvic angle, the stifle and the 
hock joint work in synchrony to 
create proper movement. 

The standard describes the movement of the hindquarters:  As seen from the front and the rear, the legs are straight from the shoulder and hip 
joins to the pads, and move in planes parallel to the center line of travel.  The rear legs move in the same planes as the front legs.  As the dog 
moves at a faster trot, the front and rear legs and feet may tend to converge toward the center line of travel, but the legs remain straight even as 
they flex and extend.  Viewed from the side, the legs move in a ground-covering stride.  The rear feet should meet the ground in the same prints as 
the front feet,  with no gap between them.  Topline remains firm and level without bounce.



The hock joint connects the lower thigh to the rear pastern and is a 
modified hinge joint.  The rear pastern is well let down (short) and is 
perpendicular to the ground.  This short pastern provides the push 
and enables endurance.  A well let down pastern is necessary for the 
Aussie which is ideally a tireless worker.

The pasterns are straight, forming two columns of support and neither 
toe in nor toe out.  When viewed from behind a perpendicular line 
should fall through all the joints of the rear.

Like the front feet, the rear feet are small, clean, catlike, toes arched 
and compact, nicely padded, turning neither inward nor outward. 

The anatomy of the dog makes it possible for it to move; the muscles 
and tendons make movement happen.  The rear functions to move a 
dog forward.  Upper and lower thighs are well muscled, neither bulg-
ing nor lacking in muscle tone (both of which are faults).  Firm muscle 
tone is necessary for the Aussie to move tirelessly and effortlessly in a 
ground covering stride.

Review Part One, Study Part Two, and Look Forward to Part Three:

Coming attractions:
Reach…Pull…Transition…Push…Drive

The stifle joint is comprised of the patella, lower part of the femur 
and the upper parts of the fibula and tibia, and is also called the knee.  
The knee is a complex joint and its principal motion is hinge like.  The 
correct angulation of the stifle joint requires both correct slope of the 
pelvis and correct length of bones. In a well -turned stifle these bones 
are approximately equal in length.  

A simple way to check for proper angulation is to drop a plumb line 
from the ischium to the ground.  It should fall against the front of the 
foot.


